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We discuss a possibility to explain the LHC diphoton excesses at 750 GeV by the new scalar X that
couples to the gauge bosons through the loop of new massive particles with standard model charges. We
assume that the new particles decay into the standard model particles at the tree level. We systematically
examine the models that preserve the vacuum stability and the perturbativity up to the Planck scale.
When we take scalars for the new particles, we find that only a few diquark and dilepton models can
explain the observed diphoton cross section without conflicting the experimental mass bounds. When
we take vectorlike fermions for the new particles, we find rather different situations depending on
whether their couplings to X are scalar or pseudoscalar type. In the former case, a few models are
allowed if we introduce only one species of fermions. The more fermions we introduce, the more models
are allowed. In the latter case, most of the models are allowed because of the large coupling between X




The standard model (SM) for elementary particles has
been completed by the Higgs boson discovery. The
observed properties of the Higgs boson is totally consistent
with that in the SM, and no direct evidence of the new
physics beyond the SM has been found at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) so far. On the other hand, we know several
indirect signatures of the beyond the SM, e.g., the existence
of dark matter, smallness of the neutrino mass and the
baryon asymmetry of the universe. Furthermore, there are
many open questions in the SM as a consistent theory such
as the naturalness problem of the Higgs boson mass [1,2],
that of the cosmological constant [3], the origin of the
electroweak symmetry breaking [4], and so on. To solve
these questions, various models have been proposed. Each
of them has its own theoretical motivations and character-
istic phenomenological predictions. In order to disentangle
these models, some experimental inputs of new physics is
quite important.
Recently, both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have
reported the excesses of the signal events in the diphoton
invariant mass distribution at around 750 GeV based on the
first results of the LHC Run 2 data [5,6]. Although these
signal significances are around 3σ confidence level, the
results might be an indication of new physics beyond
the SM. It would be valuable to study the interpretation of
the observed excesses by simple scenarios because such a
scenario can be understood as a low energy effective theory
of more fundamental theories. By taking the Laudau-Yang
theorem [7,8] into the consideration, a possible simple
scenario is that the new particle X withMX ∼ 750 GeV is a
spin-zero SM singlet real scalar (or pseudoscalar) boson
which couples to new massive scalar bosons or fermions
charged under the SM gauge group [9].1
Before going into details of the models, let us summarize
the general aspects of X. When X is a scalar, its effective
couplings to the SM gauge bosons are parametrized as
Leff ∋ −X4 ðgXγF
μνFμν þ gXgGμνGμνÞ; ð1Þ
where the dimensionful parameters gXγ and gXg are deter-
mined by evaluating loop diagrams when we fix the model.
Similarly, when X is a pseudoscalar, the effective
Lagrangian is given by
Leff ∋ −X4 ðgXγF
μνeFμν þ gXgGμνeGμνÞ: ð2Þ
Here, Fμν and Gμν are the field strengths of the Uð1Þem
and SUð3Þc respectively. Using these dimension-five
interactions, the diphoton signal at the LHC can be
interpreted as the process gg → X → γγ in Fig. 1.
The diphoton cross section σγγ is easily estimated by
the gluon-fusion production cross-section times γγ
branching ratio of X at 13 TeV. In this paper, we follow





1There can be other possible interpretations of the diphoton
excesses. An interesting interpretation is that the peak in the
diphoton is not a resonance of the new particle X but a cusp
in the loop integral of the box diagram of new particle Y with
MY ∼ 375 GeV [10].
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σγγ ≔ σðgg→ XÞ × BrðX → γγÞ
¼ ð13 pbÞ × ðgXγ · TeVÞ2: ð3Þ
Note that the main decay mode of X is assumed to be gg
channel.2 Thus, the dependence of gXg in the overall
reaction rate is almost canceled out. Throughout this paper,
we assume the mass of internal particles in the loop to be
heavier than the half of MX in order to forbid the tree
level decay of X. On the other hand, the experimental data
implies [11]
σγγ ¼ 1–10 fb: ð4Þ
By calculating the effective coupling gXγ in a specific
model, we can compare Eq. (3) with Eq. (4) and discuss
whether such a model is favorable in the context of the
experimental data.
The coupling gXγ is generated at one-loop in each simple
scenario. Thus, its magnitude is typically small due to not
only the one-loop suppression but also the newmass scale. In
order to generate sufficiently large gXγ , we need relatively
strong interactions among X and the new SM charged
particles. It is known that such strong interactions often
violate theoretical consistencies of the model. For instance, a
large trilinear scalar coupling μ tends to induce the vacuum
instability. In order to rescue the vacuum stability, one may
introduce a large scalar quartic coupling λϕ. However, such
λϕ leads to a rapid blowup of the running coupling constant
and breaks the perturbativity below the Planck scale.
Therefore, requirements of theoretical consistency give
nontrivial constraints on themodels of the diphoton excesses.
In this paper, we study whether simple scenarios can
explain the diphoton excesses at the LHC while preserving
the vacuum stability of the scalar potential and the
perturbativity of the gauge, Yukawa and scalar quartic
coupling constants up to the Planck scale.3 As for the new
SM charged particles, we consider scalars (diquark, lep-
toquark and dilepton) or fermions (vectorlike quark and
vectorlike lepton) which can decay to the SM particles at
tree level. For the completeness, we also consider the cases
withNf multiplets of the new SM charged particles in order
to maximize the diphoton cross sections. To study the
perturbativity up to the Planck scale, we use the one-loop
renormalization group equations (RGEs). If we consider a
scalar (Nf ¼ 1) as the new particles, only a few models
can explain the observed cross section without conflicting
the experimental mass bounds. The allowed models
require diquarks and dileptons near the threshold masses
(≲450 GeV). All the leptoquark models are disfavored in
our analysis due to the strong lower mass bounds at the
LHC and the rapid running of the scalar quartic coupling
constants. The increase of Nf makes the situation better,
however, too large Nf is disfavored by the RGE of the
quartic coupling of the new scalars. On the other hand, if
we take vectorlike fermions as the new particles, the
effective coupling gXγγ behaves differently depending on
the type of the Yukawa couplings between X and the
fermions. In the case of the scalar type coupling, only a few
models are allowed if Nf ¼ 1. If we increase Nf, more
models are allowed. Furthermore, in the case of the
pseudoscalar type coupling, almost all of the models are
allowed because of the enhancement of the effective
coupling gXγγ due to the property of the one-loop integral.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
study the SM extended by X and the new SM charged
scalars. Stability and perturbativity bounds of the new scalar
sector are discussed as well as the interpretation of the LHC
diphoton excess. In Sec. III, the scenarios with new vectorlike
fermions are considered in a similar manner. Conclusions and
discussion are given in Sec. IV. In Appendix A, we
summarize the direct search mass bounds for the new
particles. In Appendix B, the one loop RGEs are presented.
II. EXTENSIONS WITH NEW SCALAR BOSONS
In this section, we study the extensions of the SM by new
scalar multiplets with SM charges, which will be regarded
as the source of gXγ via the one-loop diagram. Requiring
tree-level decays of the new scalar bosons,4 their quantum
charges of the new scalar fields are determined by the
FIG. 1. A event topology of the simple interpretation for the
LHC diphoton excess. The new particle X with MX ¼ 750 is
produced by the gluon-fusion, and decays into a pair of photons.
2This assumption typically predicts the narrow decay width of
X which is favored by CMS data [6]. On the other hand, ATLAS
results prefer the wide width of ∼45 GeV [5].
3For the scenarios with the vectorlike fermions, the similar
analysis was first done in [12] where they discuss the perturba-
tivity and the vacuum stability of the models. Our analysis is more
inclusive in that we also consider the extensions with the new SM
charged scalars, and include the new scalar couplings. These
couplings play important role to determine the Landau pole. See
Sec. II for the details.
4The abundance of long-lived charged particles is strongly
constrained by cosmology [13]. On the other hand, color singlet
particles are allowed as a part of dark matter [14]. For those
extensions, the following discussion can be equally applied.
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combination of the SM fermions. We list all the possible
charge assignments of the new scalar multiplets in Table I
for diquarks, Table II for leptoquarks, and Table III for
dileptons. Note that we include right-handed neutrinos νR
as SM fermions. In these Tables, the normalization of the
hypercharge is given by I3 þ Yϕ ¼ Q.
The diquark field in Table I is 3 or 6 representation under
the QCD as ðqqcÞ states and 1 or 8 representation as ðqqÞ
states. The 1 representation is nothing but a Higgs doublet in
the SM. Except for color charge assignments, there are five
variations of diquarks. Each of themhas specific decay pattern
depending on the Yukawa couplings (see Appendix A). Eight
possible leptoquark fields are listed in Table II. All of them
are 3 representation under the color gauge group since they are
(qlc) or (ql) states. In addition to the conventional scalar
leptoquarks listed by PDG [15], we here include Ru0 , R
d
0 , and
R1=2 leptoquarks since we regard νR as the SM fermions.
All possible dilepton fields are given in Table III. In this class
of extended models, we need to introduce additional colored
particles Sc in order to guarantee the sufficiently large
production cross section of gg → X.5 In the following, we
neglect the contribution to gXγ from Sc for simplicity. This
situation is realized if Sc has a relatively small hypercharge.
In Appendix A, we give a list of conservative estimates for
the lower mass bounds of the new scalar bosons, which
will be compared with the bound derived from theoretical
considerations.















þλtrðϕ†iϕjÞðϕ†jϕiÞþλϕ2ðϕ†ftaϕ; tbϕgϕÞ2þλadTrð ~ϕα ~ϕβÞ







whereϕ is one of the scalar fields listed in Tables I–III, iðjÞ is
the SUð2ÞL index of ϕ, H is the SM Higgs doublet field,
taS (a ¼ 1–3) is the SUð2ÞL generator for S ¼ H, ϕ, TAϕ





ATAÞ exists only when the representation of
ϕ is the adjoint representation. In the following discussion,
we put μ0 ¼ μX ¼ λ0ϕ ¼ λ00ϕ ¼ λ000ϕ ¼ λtr ¼ λϕ2 ¼ λad¼ λ0ad¼
κHϕ ¼ κ0Hϕ ¼ κϕX ¼ 0 at the weak scale for simplicity.6
TABLE I. A list of diquarks which couple to the SM quarks.
Here, ðN2fλϕÞMax is the maximal value of N2fλMaxϕ where λMaxϕ is
calculated for each Nf by requiring the perturbativity up to the
Planck scale.
SUð3Þc SUð2ÞL Uð1ÞY λMaxϕ ðN2fλϕÞMax
DQd0 3ð6Þ 1 −1=3 0.32 (×) 2.2jNf¼6
DQy0 3ð6Þ 1 −4=3 0.34 (×) 1.2jNf¼3
DQu0 3ð6Þ 1 2=3 0.33 (×) 2.2jNf¼6
DQ1 3ð6Þ 3 −1=3 0.13 (×) 0.13jNf¼1
DQ1=2 1Hð8Þ 2 1=2 0.18 (×) 8.5jNf¼20
TABLE II. A list of leptoquarks which couple to the SM
fermions.
SUð3Þc SUð2ÞL Uð1ÞY λMaxϕ ðN2fλϕÞMax
Sd0 3
 1 1=3 0.32 2.2jNf¼6
Sy0 3
 1 4=3 0.34 1.2jNf¼3
S1 3
 3 1=3 0.13 0.13jNf¼1
S1=2 3 2 7=6 0.25 0.46jNf¼2
Sq1=2 3 2 1=6 0.24 0.59jNf¼3
Ru0 3
 1 −2=3 0.33 2.2jNf¼6
Rd0 3
 1 1=3 0.32 2.2jNf¼6
R1=2 3 2 −1=6 0.24 0.59jNf¼3
TABLE III. A list of dileptons which couple to leptons.
SUð3Þc SUð2ÞL Uð1ÞY λMaxϕ ðN2fλϕÞMax
hþ0 1 1 1 0.25 19jNf¼25
hþþ0 1 1 2 0.27 1.1jNf¼3
Δ1 1 3 1 0.27 0.77jNf¼3
Φ1=2 1H 2 1=2 0.25 8.5jNf¼20
s0 1 1 0 × ×
5In principle, photon-fusion can be a source of X production if
we take photon into account as a parton [16]. However, it is required
to have extremely large gXγ coupling at one-loop level.
6These couplings and a large number of flavors (particles) can
potentially bring some conflicts with the electroweak precision
test (EWPT) [17]. For example, the mixing coupling κ0Hϕ
generates the mass splitting of ϕ, and contributes to the oblique
parameters. Thanks to our simplified choice of parameters, the
constraints from the EWPT are evaded. Furthermore, as for the
cubic couplings, they can induce a nonzero vacuum expectation
value (vev) of X. Such a vev can generally decrease σγγ because
the total decay width of X becomes larger through the possible
direct decay X → H¯H. As for the scalar quartic couplings, there
might be parameter regions such that σγγ becomes larger. For
example, when the mixing couplings such as κHϕ are negative,
the vacuum stability is not guaranteed any more, but we can
rescue it by making other quartic self-couplings positively large.
In principle, such choices can increase the upper bound of μ [see
Eq. (9)]. However, we must simultaneously consider the RGE
effects of these couplings, and such effects can be stronger than
the former. Seeking for some fine-tuned parameter regions is
beyond the one-loop analysis of this paper.
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As we noted in the Introduction, the diphoton decay of X












where αð¼ e2=4πÞ is the fine-structure constant, PϕQ2ϕ
stands for summation of Uð1Þem charge squared over the
multiplet ϕ including the color factor, and Nf denotes the
number of flavors of ϕ. Because we simplify the scalar
potential by taking κHϕ ¼ κ0Hϕ ¼ 0, components of ϕ are











The function takes the maximal value fð1=4Þ ¼ ðπ2 − 4Þ=2
at the threshold MX ¼ 2Mϕ, and ϕ decouples monotoni-
cally for large Mϕ, i.e., fð∞Þ ¼ 0.
In order to obtain the large diphoton cross section, the
scalar trilinear coupling μ is required to be large as in
Eq. (6). On the other hand, too large μ is constrained by the
vacuum stability. By focusing on M2X, μ and λϕ terms in
Eq. (5), we have
V ∋ MX
2



















μ2 < 2λϕM2X ð9Þ
by imposing the stability of the scalar potential at tree
level.7 Equation (9) shows that large λϕ can help the
vacuum stability against μ.
Furthermore, the magnitude of λϕ is also constrained by
requiring the perturbativity up to the Planck scale. It is
known that a large quartic coupling constant is a source of
the Landau pole at high energy by considering the
renormalization group evolution. In our setup, in order
to ensure the substantial diphoton signal rate, small λϕ is
disfavored through the vacuum stability condition.
Therefore, λϕ tends to be nonperturbative at high energy.
In Tables I, II and III, we list λMaxϕ (the maximal values of λϕ
at weak scale), which keeps the purturbativity up to the
Planck scale, in various scalar extended models. The values
are calculated using the one-loop RGEs in Appendix B.8
On one hand, to maximize the diphoton signal rate, larger
Nf seems to be favorable. On the other hand, the pertur-
bativity bounds become more severe. We determine
ðN2fλϕÞMax, the maximal value of N2fλmaxϕ where λMaxϕ is
calculated for each Nf by requiring the pertubativity
condition up to the Planck scale. In the following, we
denote the corresponding Nf as NMax. Notice that when the
SUð3Þc representation of 6 and 8, the Landau pole of λϕ
appears below the Planck scale even if λϕ is set to be zero at
the weak scale, see also Ref. [18] for the SUð2Þ case.
Combining Eqs. (3), (6), and (9), we calculate the
maximum value of σγγ:

















In Fig. 2, we plot the maximal σγγ in Eq. (10) as functions
of Mϕ for various scalar extended models. The left (right)
panels show the case with Nf ¼ 1ðNMaxÞ. The labels
ðRc; 2I þ 1; YϕÞ denote the representation of the new scalar
under the SUð3Þc, SUð2ÞL, and Uð1ÞY . The dashed part of
the curves indicates the excluded mass range from the
direct collider searches for Nf ¼ 1 (see Appendix A). For
Nf ¼ Nmax, these maximal cross sections are given by the
dotted curves, since we do not know the corresponding
experimental bounds (although some of them can be
estimated). The shaded region is σMaxγγ > 1 fb, which can
be consistent with the LHC diphoton excesses.
In the top panels, the maximal value of σγγ is plotted for
each diquark model. The models with 6 and 8 represen-
tations under the QCD are not presented because these
models do not keep the perturbativity up to the Planck
scale. For diquarks of the 3 representations, only two
representations of ð3; 1;−4=3Þ and ð3; 3;−1=3Þ with
Nf ¼ 1 can be consistent with the perturbativity and the
LHC diphoton excess. If Nf > 1, the maximal cross
sections are getting larger because these are proportional
to N2f. On the other hand, excessively large Nf leads the
breakdown of the perturbativity of λϕ before the Planck
scale. Even when the perturbativety is kept, the allowed
maximal value of the scalar trilinear coupling μ becomes
smaller. Furthermore, the increase of Nf makes the
7If X has a nonzero vacuum expectation value hXi, the ðϕ†ϕÞX
coupling gets another contribution from ðϕ†ϕÞX2. However, the
total effective coupling ~μ ¼ μþ hXiκϕX=2 also follows the same
equation as Eq. (9). Therefore, our examination Eq. (10) does not
change. Moreover, nonzero hXi opens up new decay channels
such as X → HH through the ðH†HÞX2 coupling, which leads to
the decrease of σγγ . Thus, to maximize σγγ , we assume hXi ¼ 0 in
this paper.
8In our calculation, the contributions from the possible
Yukawa couplings are neglected. Indeed, the new particles decay
promptly even for very small Yukawa couplings. On the other
hand, if the Yukawa couplings are large, λMaxϕ would be increased.
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experimental bound stronger, so that the situation does not
always become better.
For the leptoquark extensions (middle panels), some of
the models can predict large enough σγγ, however, all the
representations suffer from severe direct search constraints.
For Nf ¼ 1, no model fulfills the simultaneous require-
ments of the perturbativity and the LHC diphoton excess
assuming that the leptoquarks only couple to one gener-
ation of the SM fermions. The situation is not improved
for Nf > 1, because of the stringent experimental bounds.
A leptoquark which mainly decays to a light-quark and a
tau lepton pair is less constrained because of the difficulty
of their identifications. To our knowledge, no correspond-
ing constraint on such a leptoquark is found, and it might be
consistent with these conditions.
For the dilepton extended models, the values of σγγ are
relatively small as compared with the colored scalar models
due to the small degrees of freedom. However, thanks to the
weaker experimental mass bounds, two representations of
(1,3,1) and (1,1,2) including the doubly charged Higgs
FIG. 2. The maximal value, σMaxγγ for the production cross sections times γγ branching ratios, are shown as functions ofMϕ, the mass of
the new SM charged scalar boson. Each curve shows the value calculated in the different scalar extension models. The solid (dashed)
part of curves is the allowed (excluded) mass range by the collider experiments for Nf ¼ 1. For Nf > 1, the results are given by dotted
curves. The shaded region implies the required cross section from the LHC diphoton excess, i.e., σMaxγγ > 1 fb.
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boson survive both the experimental and theoretical con-
straints for Nf ¼ 1. For larger Nf, all models can predict
a sufficiently large diphoton cross section with lighter
dileptons. Because of the clean signal of leptonic observable,
large Nf would be easily excluded. It would be nice if the
experimental groups release the results for larger mass
regions.
From these plots, we find that only a few models with
Nf ¼ 1 can explain the LHC diphoton excess without
conflicting the requirement of the perturbativity up to the
Planck scale. These conditions typically favor the new scalar
field with a higher representation of SUð2ÞL and a large
hypercharge. In all the allowed models, the required scalars
are relatively light, Mϕ ≲ 450 GeV. Its precision measure-
mentwould be a good target at the ILCwith theCMenergyof
1 TeV. The doubly charged scalars in the dilepton multiplets
may also be produced at the e−e− option of the ILC if the
relevant Yukawa coupling is sufficiently large.
III. EXTENSIONS WITH NEW
VECTORLIKE FERMIONS
In this section, we consider vectorlike fermions instead
of the scalar multiplets discussed in the previous section.
The new fermions are used to be a source of gXγ at one-loop
level. Similarly to the scalars, the representations of the
vectorlike fermions under the SM gauge group are fully
determined by allowing the tree level decays to the SM
particles. Their quantum charges are listed in Table IV for
vectorlike quarks and in Table V for vectorlike leptons.
Because all vectorlike fermions listed here decay to the
Higgs field and the SM fermions, theymust be color triplet or
singlet. Therefore, the alloweddecaymodes areSMfermions
plusW, Z orH125. Small Yukawa couplings to the SM fields
are sufficient for the prompt decay of the new fermions, so
that we neglect them in the following discussion, i.e., masses
of each component of vectorlike fermions are degenerate.9
The experimental bounds on thesevectorlike fermionmasses
are summarized in Appendix A. For the leptonic extended
models, we implicitly assume the existence of a new colored
particle (with relatively small hypercharge) similarly to the
color-singlet scalar extensions.
Let usmove to the calculation of the diphoton signals ofX.
In the following, we denote one of the vectorlike fermions in
Tables IVand V by ψ. We consider the following two typical






Because of this new Yukawa coupling, X can decay to γγ at







































Both functions take the maximal value at the threshold,




p Þ and fPS ∼ 1=ð2
ﬃﬃﬃ
x
p Þ for large x. As a result,
for the pseudoscalar case, σγγ is about ðπ2=4Þ2 ≈ 6 times
larger than that of the scalar case around the threshold, and
ð3=2Þ2 ¼ 2.25 times larger in the heavy fermion limit.
As well as the scalar extension cases, the maximal value
of yψ can be determined by imposing the perturbativity up







TABLE IV. A list of vector-like quarks which couple to the SM
fields. For T1=2, the Landau pole of gY appears below the Planck
scale even for Nf ¼ 1 [19].
VLQs SUð3Þc SUð2ÞL Uð1ÞY yMaxψ ðyMaxψ NfÞjNf¼NMax
T0 3 1 2=3 0.84 2.5jNMax¼5
B0 3 1 −1=3 0.82 5.1jNMax¼13
T1 3 3 2=3 0.80 0.80jNMax¼1
B1 3 3 −1=3 0.79 0.79jNMax¼1
Q1=2 3 2 1=6 0.72 1.8jNMax¼4
T1=2 3 2 7=6 LP of gY LP of gY
B1=2 3 2 −5=6 0.76 0.76jNMax¼1
TABLE V. A list of vectorlike leptons which couple to the SM
fields. For N0, yMaxψ is not presented because it is a SM singlet.
VLLs SUð3Þc SUð2ÞL Uð1ÞY yMaxψ ðyMaxψ NfÞjNf¼NMax
N0 1 1 0 × ×
E0 1 1 −1 0.73 2.9jNMax¼7
N1 1 3 0 0.77 1.8jNMax¼3
E1 1 3 −1 0.83 1.4jNMax¼2
L1=2 1 2 −1=2 0.68 3.6jNMax¼12
E1=2 1 2 −3=2 0.82 0.82jNf¼1
9As a result, the contributions to the electroweak precision test
are also negligible.
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for vectorlike leptons. Here, nψ ð¼ 2Iψ þ 1Þ is the SUð2ÞL
representation of ψ , C2 is the Casimir index, and Yψ is the
Uð1ÞY hypercharge of ψ . The RGEs of the gauge couplings
are presented in Appendix B.
In Tables IV and V, we list yMaxψ (the maximal values of
yψ at the weak scale) in various vectorlike fermion models.
For these models, NMax is determined by the perturbativity
bound of the SM gauge couplings.10 We then evaluate yMaxψ
for Nf ¼ NMax. The corresponding maximal values of σγγ
can be calculated by substituting yMaxψ in Eq. (12) and
using Eq. (3).
In Figs. 3 and 4, we show the maximal cross sections
σMaxγγ in the vectorlike quark and lepton extension models as
functions ofMψ , respectively. For the left (right) panel, the
results for Nf ¼ 1ðNMaxÞ are given similarly to the figures
of the scalar extended models. The two cases of the scalar
and pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings, are presented in the
upper and lower panels.
In the vectorlike quark extensions, we do not show the
result for the ð3; 2; 7=6Þ representation because the Landau
pole appears in the running of the hypercharge gauge
coupling. For the rest, if the Yukawa coupling is the scalar
type, two representations of ð3; 3; 2=3Þ and ð3; 3;−1=3Þ are
consistent with the requirements of the perturbativity, the
explanation of the LHC diphoton excess, and the LHC
direct search bound. In the case of the pseudoscalar type,
thanks to the enhancement in the loop integral, a repre-
sentation of ð3; 2;−5=6Þ is rescued even when Nf ¼ 1.
Furthermore, two more representations of ð3; 2; 1=6Þ and
ð3; 1; 2=3Þ are saved by considering many flavors. In
contrast to the scalar extensions, the situation gets better
for large Nf, because yMaxψ is not so sensitive to Nf.
11 It
should be noted that the decoupling behavior is slower than
the case of the scalar extension due to the different loop
FIG. 3. The maximal cross sections σMaxγγ in vectorlike quark extension models are given as functions of the massMψ of the vectorlike
quarks. The curves and shaded region are shown in a similar manner to the scalar extensions.
10Here, note that NMax is determined independently of yψ
because the Landau pole of yψ never appears as long as it is zero
at the weak scale.
11The reason is as follows. When yψ and Nf are relatively
large, the RGE of yψ is roughly dyψ=dt ∼ Nfy3ψ=16π2 from
Eq. (15) or Eq. (16). However, by the redefinition yψ ≔ N
−1=2
f ~yψ ,
we can see that ~yψ follows the RGE when Nf ¼ 1. Therefore,
yMaxψ is roughly given by N
−1=2
f ~yψ ¼ N−1=2f yMaxψ jNf¼1, and the
effect of Nf is not much strong.
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integral, so that relatively heavy vectorlike quark can
predict sufficiently large σγγ .
For vectorlike leptons, the experimental mass bounds are
very loose because of the small production cross section. As
we summarize in Appendix A, only the electron and muon
decay channels have been searched. All of the vectorlike
leptons could be as light as a half of the diphoton resonance
mass MX. As in the left-top panel of Fig. 4, the representa-
tions of ð1; 2;−3=2Þ, ð1; 3;−1Þ, and (1,3,0) can be consistent
with all conditions for the scalar type Yukawa coupling with
Nf ¼ 1. For the pseudoscalar case, all the models survive
thanks to the largeness of fPS, Eq. (14). By considering
Nf > 1, the required cross sections are easily satisfied.
These fermionic extensions only demand relatively
heavy fermions unlike scalar extended models. Such heavy
fermions would be beyond the scope at the LHC. In order to
test the origin of the LHC diphoton excess completely, we
may need to go to a further high energy frontier.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have studied perturbatively safe scenarios for the
LHC diphoton excesses. The excess can be interpreted by a
new scalar bosonX withMX ¼ 750 GeVwhich decays to a
pair of photons. A simple scenario is realized by intro-
ducing new scalar bosons or fermions charged under the
SM gauge group. The effective dimension-five interactions
of X and photons (gluons) are induced at one-loop of the
new particles. In order to generate a sufficiently large
effective interaction, large coupling constants are needed
between X and the new particles. On the other hand, such
coupling constants are severely constrained by the theo-
retical consistencies of the model; We have investigated the
stability bound of the scalar potential and the pertubativity
conditions up to the Planck scale.
We have considered the cases with diquark, leptoquark,
and dilepton multiplets for the scalar extensions, where all
scalars can decay into the SM fermions at tree level. Some of
the diquark and dilepton extensions can be consistentwith all
theoretical and experimental requirements while all the
leptoquark extensions are ruled out due to the stringent
direct search bounds. Increasing the number of new scalars
helps the situation better if we choose appropriate Nf. All
allowed models predict the new light scalar boson with a
mass less than 450GeV, whichwould be a very nice scope of
the ILC.
We have also examined the vectorlike fermion exten-
sions, which can mix the SM fermions through the mass
matrix. For fermionic extensions, most models can simul-
taneously realize the LHC diphoton excesses and the
perturbativity up to the Planck scale without contradicting
the direct search mass bounds. A larger cross section for σγγ
FIG. 4. The maximal cross sections σMaxγγ in the vectorlike lepton extension models are presented as functions of the mass Mψ of the
vectorlike leptons.
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can be readily obtained by considering the pseudoscalar
Yukawa couplings instead of scalar ones. The number of
new vectorlike fermion multiplets is less important to the
perturbativity bounds, so that many flavors of the new
fermions can enhance the diphoton cross section in contrast
to the scalar extensions. Because of the above two reasons,
heavy vectorlike fermions are sufficient to explain the LHC
diphoton excesses.
In conclusion, interpretations of the new exciting results
by simple scenarios are the first step for understanding
the beyond the SM. As a next step, the requirements of the
theoretical consistencies such as the stability and the
perturbativity are good criteria for constructing a consistent
theory.
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APPENDIX A: LOWER MASS BOUNDS
FOR NEW PARTICLES
In this Appendix, we summarize the direct search bounds
on the masses of the new scalar boson and vectorlike
fermions with Nf ¼ 1.
In Table VI, collider search bounds for the scalar
diquarks are listed. The quantum charges of diquarks in
the first column are defined in Table I. The second column
presents possible decay modes to the SM particles. The
experimental mass bounds strongly depend on the structure
of the Yukawa matrices. However, there is no way to specify
the structure of the Yukawa matrices without additional
assumptions, so that we focus on two classes of the diquarks:
(1) diquarks which only decay to the first two generation
quarks, (2) diquarks which only decay to the third generation
quarks. We here do not consider mixture scenarios for
simplicity. Note that if the diquark decays into the third
generation quarks, bottom- or top-tagging methods can be
applied in order to enhance signal efficiencies.
The scalar diquarks can be produced from the qq fusion
if the Yukawa coupling is sufficiently large. Since the
bounds are negligible for the smaller Yukawa coupling,
we here only take into account the bounds from pair
production through the QCD interaction. The lower mass
bound for the color triplet diquarks can be estimated
from the squark pair production process in the super-
symmetric standard model with the R-parity violation [21].
With (without) the b-tagging, the lower mass bounds is
385(350) GeV. For color sextet (octet) diquarks, the
production cross section is roughly 12.5 (13.5) times larger
than that for color triplets. Then, we can read the lower
mass bounds for the color sextet and the octet to be about
700 GeV. Dedicated searches for the color octet scalar are
found in Refs. [22] and [23], which give a weaker bound,
650 GeV, as compared to the scaled ones.
In Table VII, we collect the direct search bounds for the
scalar leptoquarks. The charge assignments are given in
Table II. Flavor changing Yukawa interactions of the
leptoquarks are severely constrained by nonobservation
of lepton flavor violation (LFV) in low energy data [24].
Therefore, we classify the leptoquarks by the SM fermion
generation.12 Apart from LFV constraints, masses of
TABLE VI. Lower mass bounds for the diquark multiplets. The numbers in the parenthesis are our estimated
bounds from the scaling of the cross sections for the color triplet diquark.
Decay modes M1st;2nd=GeV≳ M3rd=GeV≳
DQd0
ucLidLj − dcLiuLj 3503ð∼700Þ6 [21] N.A.
dcRuR 3503ð∼700Þ6 [21] 3853ð∼700Þ6 [21]
DQy0 u
c
RuR 3503ð∼700Þ6 [21] 3503ð∼700Þ6 [21]

















  ð∼700Þ8 ½21
ð∼700Þ8 ½21






  ð∼700Þ8 ½21
ð∼700Þ8 ½21
  ð∼700Þ8 ½21
6508 ½22ð∼700Þ8 ½21

12A leptoquark which couples to one lepton flavor and one
quark flavor can avoid stringent bounds from the LFV.
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leptoquarks are also strongly constrained by direct searches
at the LHC, because of large enough production cross
sections by strong interaction and clean leptonic signatures.
Even if the decay products contain neutrinos, missing
energies play an important role as a trigger.
Bounds for the first two generation leptoquarks, which
have a decay mode containing a charged lepton, are
presented in Refs. [25,32]. These constraints come from
the combination of lljj and lνjj final states in the pair
production of a color triplet scalar. There is another
constraint from a single production through the Yukawa
coupling [33], which can be easily evaded by assuming
small Yukawa couplings. For the third generation
leptoquarks, similar bounds are found in
Refs. [26,27,34]. Although, tau leptons are difficult to
identify in the detectors due to the missing neutrinos in their
decay chains, further selection cuts such as b- or t- tagging
make the bounds stronger. The bounds for the leptoquark
related to νR can be estimated from the squark pair
production in the massless neutralino limit. For the first
two generation, Mϕ > 440ð540Þ GeV is obtained [28,35]
(the charm-tagging technique is applied in Ref. [29]). For
the third generation associated with the bottom (top) quark,
Mϕ > 700ð750Þ GeV is provided in Ref. [31] ([30]).
In Table VIII, direct search bounds for the scalar
dileptons are summarized. The representations under the
TABLE VII. Lower mass bounds for the leptoquark multiplets.
Decay modes M1st=GeV≳ M2nd=GeV≳ M3rd=GeV≳
Sd0
ucLeL − dcLνL 850 [25] 760 [25] 560 [26]
ucReR 1100 [25] 1080 [25] 685 [26]


























































Ru0 ucRνR 440 [28] 540 [29] 750 [30]















TABLE VIII. Lower mass bounds for the dilepton multiplets. For the singly charged singlet, more than 2 flavors
are required in order to have the Yukawa couplings. The numbers in the parenthesis indicate the existence of other
decay modes, which can weaken the lower mass bounds.
Decay modes M1st=GeV≳ M2nd=GeV≳ M3rd=GeV≳
hþ0











hþþ0 ecReR 374 [36] 438 [36] 169 [37]
Δ1 ¼  −ecLeL
−νcLeL − ecLνL
νcLνL
!  ð551Þ ½40
ð200Þ ½36
∼MZ=2
!  ð516Þ ½40
ð210Þ ½36
∼MZ=2








  ð270Þ ½36
∼MZ=2
  ð270Þ ½36
∼MZ=2






  ð270Þ ½36
∼MZ=2
  ð270Þ ½36
∼MZ=2
  ð94Þ ½39
∼MZ=2

s0 νcRνR         
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SM gauge group are given in Table III. In the second
column, we list the possible Yukawa interaction with the
SM leptons and νR. The LHC bounds for scalar dileptons
are generally loose since its production mechanism relies
on the weak interaction. Unlike colored scalar multiplets,
dileptons can decay to a pair of SM bosons,W=Z and h125.
Such decay modes can weaken the direct search bounds on
dilepton masses. Furthermore, the mass bounds for an extra
doublet Φ strongly depend on the other Yukawa couplings.
The numbers in the parenthesis indicate the presence of
such additional decay modes, which may weaken the lower
mass bounds. Several dilepton fields are sometimes dis-
cussed in the models for small neutrino masses. In such a
case, the structure of the Yukawa interactions are con-
strained by the model. We here classify the dileptons by the
SM lepton generation for simplicity.
A bound for singly charged scalar bosons is read from
the slepton mass bounds in massless neutralino limit
[38–40]. Note that the gauge couplings of singly charged
Higgs bosons in h0 and Δ1 are the same as those of the
right-handed sleptons. The singly charged scalar bosons in
the doublet have the same charges with the left-handed
slepton. In the Type-II two Higgs doublet model assuming
Bðτνþ csÞ ¼ 1, a weaker bound for a singly charged scalar
is given by LEP [41]. The bounds for the neutral compo-
nent in the doublet have large ambiguity due to the possible
Yukawa coupling to the quarks. We have, at least, a bound
of ∼MZ=2 from the precisely measured Z boson decay
width. Potentially strong bounds are found for doubly
charged scalar bosons by assuming the same-sign two
lepton decay modes [36,42]. If the doubly charged scalars
decay to a pair of W boson (it is possible for the triplet
dilepton case), the lower mass bound is only 84 GeV [43]
from the inclusive search mode. No bound is obtained for
the SM singlet scalar s0.
In Table IX, lower mass bounds for the third generation
vectorlike quarks are listed. The quantum charges of them
are defined in Table IV. The second column is a guideline
for estimating the decay branching ratios of vectorlike
fermions, where the Higgs field is expanded as
Φ ¼ ðiGþ; H−iG0ﬃﬃ
2
p ÞT . The NG boson fields G0; G indicate
the decays to Z, W bosons in the heavy mass limit through
the electroweak equivalence theorem.
Thanks to the bottom- and/or top-tagging technique,
stronger lower bounds of 735–855 GeVare obtained for the
vector-like bottom (Qψ ¼−1=3) and top quarks (Qψ ¼2=3)
depending on the branching fractions [44,45]. Slightly
stronger bounds of 890–920 GeV are given for the vector-
like fermions with the charge 5=3 and −4=3, since the
flipped charged W boson is a good discriminant from the
background events as compared with the conventional
vectorlike top and bottom quark decays to the W boson
[46,47]. If a vectorlike quark decays into the a light quark
(the first two generations), the bounds become weaker.
For example, a vectorlike quark of BðWqÞ ¼ 1ð0.5Þ is
excluded from 320(390) GeV to 690(410) GeV [48].
In Table X, lower mass bounds for the vectorlike leptons
are summarized. The charge assignments are given in






p þ bLiG− 800 [44]



































































TABLE X. Lower mass bounds for the vectorlike lepton
multiplets.




p þ eLiG−      
















































































aExcept for <129 GeV and 144–163 GeV.
bExcept for <144 GeV and 153–160 GeV.
cExcept for 401–419 GeV.
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Table V. Since the electrons and muons can be a clean
signal at hadron colliders, the vectorlike leptons that couple
to the first two generation have been searched. If the
vectorlike lepton only decays to tau lepton modes, weaker
experimental bounds are expected.
The triplet vectorlike lepton N1, which appears in
Type-III seesaw model, is analyzed by assuming the
degeneracy among different charge components. The
bound is relatively strong because of the large cross
section through the s-channel W exchange diagram [49].
The bound on the singlet vectorlike lepton E0 is weaker,
since it is produced only in a pair via Z bosons and
photons (the production cross section is much smaller
than that of triplet vectorlike leptons via W bosons). This
result is also applicable for the singly charged component
of E1. A bound for the Higgsino decaying to H or Z with
a gravitino can be reinterpreted for the bound on the
neutral component of L1=2 [50]. Assuming the 50%
branching fractions both for H and Z modes, a lower
mass bound of 300 GeV is estimated. The bound




Here, we give the one-loop RGEs of our models. First,























































Here, t ≔ log μ with μ being the renormalization scale, Yϕ (Yψ ) is the Uð1ÞY hypercharge of ϕ (ψ), nϕ (Nψ ) is the SUð2ÞL
representation of ϕ (ψ),Nϕ (Nψ ) is the SUð3Þc representation of ϕ (ψ), S2ðSÞ ðS2ðFÞÞ is the SUð2ÞL Dynkin index of ϕ (ψ),
and SðcÞ2 ðSÞ ðSðcÞ2 ðFÞÞ is the SUð3Þc Dynkin index of ϕ (ψ).
Next, we summarize the one-loop RGEs of the scalar quartic couplings for each scalar model. Note that it is
convenient to use the Fierz identity in order to see the number of independent terms in the scalar potential, Eq. (5).


















l ; for SUð2Þ2;


















































ðTaÞilðTaÞkj ; for SUð3Þ6;









ðTeÞacðTeÞbd þ ðTeÞadðTeÞbc; for SUð3Þ8;
where A is a free parameter. Among the various scalar quartic couplings, we can write the beta functions of λ, λX, κHϕ, κ0Hϕ,
κHX, κϕX generally as follows
13:
13Regarding the terms including λtr and λ0ad, we assume Nf ¼ 1.






































6y2t κHϕ þ 4κ2Hϕ þ C2ðSÞκ02Hϕ þ 12κHϕλþ κϕXκHX þ 4C2ðSÞκHϕλ00ϕ þ 4CðcÞ2 ðSÞκHϕλ0ϕ























6y2t κ0Hϕ þ 8κHϕκ0Hϕ þ 4κ0Hϕλþ 4κ0Hϕλϕ þ 4ðC2ðSÞ − 1þ NϕS2ðSÞNfÞκ0Hϕλ00ϕ












































ð4κ2ϕX þ κϕXλX þ 4κHXκHϕ þ 4C2ðSÞκϕXλ00ϕ þ 4CðcÞ2 ðSÞκϕXλ0ϕ þ 4C2ðSÞCðcÞ2 ðSÞκϕXλ000ϕ
þ ð4NfnϕNϕ þ 4ÞκϕXλϕ þ 4ðnϕ þ NϕÞκϕXλtr − 6C2ðSÞκϕXg22 − 6Y2ϕκϕXg2Y − 6CðcÞ2 ðSÞκϕXg23
þ 4ðnϕ þ 1ÞκϕXλ0adÞ:
In the following, we show the RGEs of other scalar quartic couplings for each scalar model. Notice that we neglect such a
coupling that is not induced at one loop level if we put it zero at the weak scale, and that theUð1ÞY hypercharge Yϕ is kept as
a free parameter.






−12λϕg2YY2ϕ þ ð4Nf þ 16Þλ2ϕ þ
κ2ϕX
2
þ 6g4YY4ϕ þ 2κ2Hϕ

;

































κ02Hϕ þ ð2Nf − 2Þλ002ϕ − 12Y2ϕg2Yλ00ϕ − 9g22λ00ϕ þ 24λϕλ00ϕ

;
14λ00ϕ term exists only if Nf ≥ 2.
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−24g22λ0ϕ2 − 12Y2g2Yλ0ϕ2 þ
3g42
2



















−24g22λϕ − 12λϕg2YY2ϕ þ 16λ002ϕδNf;1 þ 16λϕλ00ϕ þ ð12Nf þ 16Þλ2ϕ þ
κ2ϕX
2
þ 6g4YY4ϕ þ 12g42δNf;1
þ 2κ2Hϕ þ ð128Nf þ 96Þλϕλ0ϕ2 þ 256Nfλ02ϕ2 þ 128λ00ϕλ0ϕ2

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−16g23λ0ϕ − 12g2Yλ0ϕY2ϕ þ 12Y2ϕg2Yg23 þ
5
2
g43 þ 24λϕλ0ϕ þ 2ðNf þ 1Þλ02ϕ

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−16g23λ0ϕ − 9g22λ0ϕ − 12g2YY2ϕλ0ϕ þ ð4Nf þ 2Þλ02ϕ þ 24λϕλ0ϕ þ 3λ00ϕλ000ϕ − λϕλ000ϕ




















































þ 24λϕλ000ϕ − 2λ00ϕλ000ϕ

;
15Notice that λ0ϕ2 term exists only if Nf ≥ 2, and that λad is not induced at one loop level.16λ0ϕ term exists only if Nf ≥ 2.
17λ00ϕ and λ
000
ϕ terms exist only if Nf ≥ 2.
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−24g22λ00ϕ − 16g23λ00ϕ − 12g2YY2ϕλ00ϕ þ 12g22g2YY2ϕ − 3g42 þ 4g23g22 þ 28λ002ϕ þ
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−32λ000ϕλtr þ 16λtrλ0ϕ þ 24λϕλtr þ 36λ2tr − 24g22λtr − 40g23λtr − 12g2YλtrY2ϕ þ 6g42 þ 6g43
þ 8λ02ϕ þ 8λ002ϕ þ
176
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λ0002ϕþ 48λ02ϕþ 24λϕλ0ϕ þ
88
3
λ000ϕλ0ϕþ 16λ0ϕλ00ϕ þ 32λ00ϕλ000ϕ þ 16λ000ϕλtr þ 40λtrλ0ϕ








































18λad is not induced at one loop level.
19λad is not induced at one loop level.
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ð−36g23λ0ϕ − 9g22λ0ϕ − 12Y2ϕg2Yλ0ϕ þ 12Y2ϕg2Yg23 þ 36λ02ϕ þ 24λϕλ0ϕ þ 6λ0ϕλ00ϕ






−36g23λ00ϕ − 9g22λ00ϕ − 12Y2ϕg2Yλ00ϕ þ 9g43 þ 12Y2ϕg2Yg22 þ
1
2
ðκ0HϕÞ2 þ 14λ002ϕ þ 12λ02ϕ
þ 24λϕλ00ϕ þ 24λ0ϕλ00ϕ − 6λ00ϕλ000ϕ þ 6λ0ϕλ000ϕ þ
9
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λ0002ϕ − 6λ0adλ000ϕ þ 10λ0adλ00ϕ þ 6λ02ϕ − 24λ0adλ0ϕ
þ 3λ000ϕλ0ϕ þ 24λ0adλϕ þ 32λ02ad

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